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SPECIAL HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS

'

The Director. Office of Inspection and Enforcement has detensined that ,

public release of thir report would be clearly invasive of the personal '

privacy of persons named herein. Accordingly, this doctament is exempt
frompublicdisclosureinaccordancewithexemption7(C)Freedomof '

Information Act.
'

This report may not be reproduced or publicly released without the approval
of the Director, Office of Inspection and Enforcement or his designee.
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St# MARY .

Between April 21 and 24,1981, the NRC variously administemd mactor operator
(RO) and senior reactor operator-(SRO) examinations to a total of individuals

seeking (TMI) Unit 1.EC licensing in connection with the proposed restart of the Three MileIsland During the grading and review d the examination results
in July 1981, marked similarities indicative of c>. eating were discerned in the
essay-style answers submitted by two of the exarfnees.

Accordingly, an investigation was conducted to ascertain whether cheating and/
or collusion occurred between these two individuals, and to establish whether
there was, evidence of similar improprieties by other individuals who took the
examinations.

,

A thorough analysis and comparison of the R0 and SRO exams submitted by the
two suspected individuals ccafirmed the existence of numerous examples of '

blatant similarities in their written responses which clearly indicated they
had conspired to cheat on both exams. A comprehensive review of the other R0
and SR0 examinations aMntstered ktween April 21 and 24,1981 revealed no
evidence of additional irregularities / cheating by the remaining examinees.
Further, an analysis of " mock" R0 and SR0 examinations aMnistered on April 2
and 3 1981 disclosed additional similarities in the answers furnished by the
two individuals in question. However, no improprieties were surfaced in the
essay answers prepared by the other examinees.

,

1

,

During two initiai interviews, both.suspectied individuals acknowledifed 'they
had sat next to each other at the same table on the R0 and SRO examinations
aMnistered on AprfT 23 and 24 1981, respectively. However, both denied
knowledge of or participation 'in cheating in these or any other examinations.
Further, after being shown examples of their answers, they conceded the presence
of obvious and distinct similarities for which they were unable to provide
logical explanations.

Interviews of the NRC Resident Inspector at TMI who assisted in the monitoring
of the exams and of the remaining ' individuals who took the exams revealed
no information iridicative of involvemeni; in or knowledge .of cheating during the
R0 and/or SR0 exams. However, several of these individuals admitted the opportunity
for cheating existed in some of the classrooms since NRC proctors wers reportedly
inattentive and/or absent for extended periods of time. In this regard, however,
inquiries disclosed the examination sessions attended by the two suspected individ-
uals received virtually 100. percent coverage by the proctors. Further, investi-
gative efforts produced no evidence to indicate that the utility either knowingly.

attempted to facilitate cheating by any of its employees or had knowledge and/or'

suspicion of cheating prior to being apprised by the NRC.

During a subsequent interview, one of the suspected individuals provided a signed
sworn statement wherein he aMtted copying from the other suspected individual!s
answer sheets in both the " mock" R0 and SR0 exams and the NRC aMnistered R0 and
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SR0' exams. He explained that in all exams the other individual assisted
him by deliberately making his answer sheets available to him. Further,
he stated that during the April 23 and 24,1981 exams, they orally exchanged
answers and in one instance he passed a piece of scrap paper containing an
answer to the other individual.

In a subsequent interview, the other suspected individual submitted a signed
sworn statement in which he admitted being aware that the other individual
in question had reached over and taken his answer sheets during both NRC
a hinistered R0 and SR0 exams. However, he denied knowing whether the other
individual actually copied from his answer sheets. Further, he continued
to maintain that he, himself, had not cheated on these or any other examinatitins.

Based upon the information gathered during this investigation the Director,
Enforcement and Investigations Staff. IE:HQ, determined an enforcement decision
could be made, and no additional investigative effort was warranted. Accordingly,
this investigation is closed.
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On Monday, July 20,1981 James LIEBERMAN, Deputy Director, Division of
Rulemaking and Enforcement . Office of the Executive Legal Dimctor (ELD),

'

was contacted telephonically by Paul COLLINS, Operator Licensing Branch
(0L8), Division of Human Factors Safety. 0ffice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

,

(NRR). COLLINS advised LIEBERMAN that two individuals appeared to'have
cheated on a senior reactor (SRD) examination given at Three Mile Island
(TMI) in April 1981.

COLLINS indicated that-because of the amount of work in OL8, a consultant
named M. V. DAVIS was used to grade the SR0 examinations given at TMI on
April 22 and 24,1981. DAVIS, reportedly a professor at Georgia Tech,-

notified COLLINS of his suspicions concerning cheating when he returned the
SR0 exams to the OL8 on July 15. 1981. Attached to the exams was a note

,

from DAVIS stating that "there is in ny mind no way this test could have
been taken honestly by these two applicants." DAVIS also provided a list

.

of, answers which tracked very cl.gsely on the papers of the two individuals t

. .' allege'dly involved in the cheating.
4tethe top of the list. DAVIS commented that "there are more but I got
tired comparing." *

,.,

Investigators.' Note: Thereactoroperator(RO)examshadbeengraded
and reviewed by July 10,1981, apparently by COLLINS.. WILSON and a

|

,

third unidentified OLB amployee.l. There appeared to be no suspicierr -

j
-

of cheating on the R0 exams untti DAVIS' connents concerning the Sh0 |

exams were received by OL8, ': Subsequent review of their R0 exams by IE
|investigators indicated the same conspicuous consonality.of answers on -
(thepapersoff

,

t

Initial infonnation provided to LIEBERMAN indicated that two NRC proctors '

had been absent from the examination rooms for extended periods of time.
This generated concorrr that cheating, if it had occurred, might involve
even more of the '

examinees and therefore be more pervasive than originally
suspected.

,

LIEBERMAN was provided with the two suspect SR0 exams by COLLINS. After'

reviewing them he requested that COLLINS furnish ELD with|R0 exams.

On July 22, 1981. LIEBERMAN notified James J. CUMINGS Director Office of

Inspector and Auditor (0IA)(and Victor STELLO, Jr., Director, Office of
'

Inspection and Enforcement IE) of this matter. On July 24,1981, the Office
of Inspection and Enforcement was directed by Chainnan Nunzio PALADINO to
conduct a full investigation into this matter. On that same day IE Investigators
Peter E. Baci and Edward C. Gilbert were assigned to the . investigation; they '

were briefed by CUMINGS on the preliminary investigation conducted by OIA.
.
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!According to Cl3911NGS the investigation conducted by OIA was essentially
limited to the interview of COLLINS, ELD personnel, and the two 0LB proctors,
Bruce WILSON and Ronald MAINES, as well as an analysis of the R0/SRO examinations
taken by i At the conclusion of the briefing, CulttINGS relin-
quished custody of all the'R0/SR0 examinations to the IE investigators.
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PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION

The purpose of this investigation was to determine whether cheating occurred,
and if so, to what extent, during examinations administered to individuals
currently holding or seeking NRC licenses as reactor operators @0').-and/or
senior reactor operators (SRO) The Examinations in question took place
during the period April 21-24,1981 at'7Bree Mtie"Mandi.
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INSPECTION OF R0/SRO EXAMINATION ROOMS

On July 27, 1981, NRC Investigators Peter E. Baci and Edward C. Gilbert,
accompanied by IE Resident Inspector Francis YOUNG, visited the TMI training >

facility to inspect the rooms in which R0/SRO exams were given during the
period April 21-24,1981. The rooms varied in size and in the set-up of
the tables, all of which were of the folding type the tabler were measured
and determined to be eight feet in length.

.
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INTERVIEWS OF LICENSEE MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL
4

,

.On July 27, 1981 NRC Investigators Peter E. Baci and Edward C. Gilbert sought
to interview certain employees of the Metropolitan Edison Corporation (PET-ED) :
in connection with alleged improprieties in the RO/SRO exams given by the NRC '

4

on April 21-24, 1981. Due to time constraints, TMI Deputy Program Director
Lake H. BARRETT mcommended going through Mr. Robert C. ARNOLD, Vice President, '

GPU Service Corporation, in order to facilitate the scheduling of interviews.
Mr ARNOLD, accompadied..by Henry D. HUKILL, Director TMI Unit 1 (GPU Service
Corp.) met with the mporting investigators on July 27, 1981 and was briefed -

on the nature of the NRC investigation and requested to make certain MET-ED
employees available for interview.

Investigators' Note:. ARNOCD asked whether the investigators intended to
advise the interviewees that they could have someone present during the
interview. He was advised that while they were certainly within their |

rights to request the presence of one or more additional individuals during
the interview, it was neither the intention of the investigators nor the
policy of the NRC to so advise them. ARNOLD then stated that he felt
obliged to ask the interviewees if they wanted a representative of GPU'
manaaement present when NRC spoke with them. With the exception of

,

:
.\who was interviewed off-site, all of-t5e_ individuals so advised

by GPU management chose to have a representative of management sit in on i
the interviews .

Both ARNOLD and HUKILL stated'that they were not aware of any aT1eged* improprieties
concerning the April 1981 R0/SR0 examinations prior to meeting with the NRC investi-
gators on July 27,.1981. Both individuals expressed a willingness to cooperate
fully and make personnel available for interviews when desired by the NRC.

On July 28, 1981, Investigators Baci and Gilbert met with ARNOLD in his office
on two separate occasions. During the first meeting, ARN0LD advised the investi--

gators that one of the suspects in the investigation: .had been
involved in an incident in July 1979 in which one ._..., then Supervisor ;

,

of Operations. TMI Unit 2, had submitted as his own work, answers to questions i

which had in fact been prepared by , The questions were described as part I

of take-home examinations which fwas required to complete as make-up assign-
ments. '

ARNOLD stated that he recalled the incident subsequent to meeting with the investi-
gators on July 27, 1981. He indicated that he did not have all the details con-
cerning the \ matter but was obtaining the file and would provide it to the

.

1

investigators as soon as he received it. Later that same day, Investigator Baci
was provided with the , file by GPU Attorney John WILSON. Relevant material

from this file is included as Enclosure ( lin four sections of Dual SR0 License
1). Briefly, the file indicated that-

'_ Mad received grades of less than
, Examinations given in 1977 and 1978. This resulted in a requirement for classes :

'

or reading assignments followed by completion of a hand-in test for each category
involved.

i

|
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Of the four required make-up exams handed in by . two were in the handwriting
of an individual other than his. According to the GPU investigation,

" stated that these were in _ writing and in fact he had handed it (sic) in
directly to complete the required questions. Basically, (he) stated that he
was somewhat pressed for time, that.he was at work on his own time and was
about to go on vacation, so he was attempting to couplete the assignments in
the most expeditious fashion.. (He) stated that he needed to complete a number
of questions a,nd that he asked .to provide some information to him."

The GPU report indicates that submitted swork without any changes; he
merely attached a cover sheet known as a " Training Assignment Administrative Fors"
and handed in the work as completed by feeling that by " completing and

'

studying the work, he ,had completed the requirements." -

ARNO and WILSON. advised the investigators that as a result of the above incident,
was removed from licensed activities. Without elaborating, the report

but it also characterizes him a\(sic) involvement in this situation is unacceptable"
provi by GPU states

I

s "a person of unquestioned integrity" and opines '

that there was no " malfeasance on his part." There is no indication in the report
that any action was taken against \inthismatter.
A second meeting was held with Robert C. ARN0LD in his office on July 28,1981.
Present was ARNOLD and Investigators Baci and Gilbert. ARNOLD advised the investi-

i

gators at this. time that certain rumors had come to his attention concerning !

cheating on the; April R0/SR0 exams. He stated that two reactor operbtors, 1

Nnd 1had allegedly complained about cheating and " crib" i

sheett.during the subject examinations. ARNOLD indicated that while the information |
came from rumors, he felt that it was germane to the NRC investigation. |

|
|

.
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INTERVIEW OF

On July 27,1981, .._ was interviewed by NRC Investigators
Peter E. Baci and Raymond H. Smith at the NRC Office at Three Mile Island.

. .
'

Also present during the interview, at request, was Mr. Paul G. CHRISTMAN,
Manager of Plant AMnistration TMI (Unit 1). stated that he had been
employed by tho %tropolitan Edison Company since March 1969 and assigned to
Three Mila Islaa (.TMI) since October 1969. He continued,sayin
currently licensed by the NRC as a senior reactor operator (SRO)g he wasand held the
position of shift supervisor at TMI (Unit 1). 0 ,

\was advised by the investigators that they were looking into certaini . -;
irregularities concerning the R0 and SRO examinations aMnistered by the NRC
during the period April 21 through 24,1981. . |

\indicatedthathetooktheR0andSR0 exams"back-to-back"~onThursday
and. Priday, April 23 and 24,1981. He reported that on each day the examinees ,

wers divided into smoking and non-smoking groups and that each group took the |

test in a different room. \ stated that he took both the.R0 and SR0 exams |

in the room set aside for non-smokers. He recalled that'. prior to one exam the l

examinees were assembled together for their instructions before going to their
respective rooms. On the other. exam, they,were already seated in their smoking /
non-smoking rooms when they received their pre-test instructions.

According to '.i the examinees sat at tables which were about eight feet in
length and of.the folding type. Theie were often two seated at.a table, sometimes
only one, but in no case were more than two examinees ever seated at one table.

1 stated that there were no specific seating assignments and recalled that
'he sat at the same table with another shift supervisor, , during
both the R0 and SR0 exams given on April 23-2.4,1981. He continued, saying that
he sat at the second table from the front, on the left hand side of the room
when facing the front. He recalled that he sat on the right side of the table,
near the aisle, while lsat on his left. According to ,

sat in front of him during the SR0 exam but he didn't believe anyone was in
front of him during the RO. exam; he said that on one exam (he couldn't recall

on his i

which) isat directly behind him withsatbehindhimatthetablebyhimsel/.left,while on the other, he believed
laisorecalledthat land Iwere present

during the RO exam (April 23,1981) but did not remember wnere they were seated.

.dreported that the proctor, who he believed was a man named MAINES, sat at
the front of the room during both examinations. His recollection was that the
exams were proctored for all but a total of approximately ten minutes, during
which time the proctor stepped out to go to the head. iindicatedthat
generally, when MAINES left the room, he would be relised by IE Resident Inspectors
Skip YOUNG or Don HAVERKAMP (he wasn't sure which); he also said that the other
prector, Bruce WILSON, came in the room from time to time.

,
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pcould recall the proctor giving no specific warning concerning cheating,
He stated that he did not feelte111ng the investigators "that s just known."

the seating. arrangements were necessarily conducive to cheating, especially
since the proctor was almost always present. He continued by saying that there
was no talking pensitted, no breaks for lunch and examinees were only allowed
to visit the head or go for a drink one at a time. offered, that in his
opinion; it would have been very difficult, although not impossible, to cheat,

examinations he ( ghbor or switch papers between individuals during the twotold Investigators Baci and Smith
copy from your nei

'. personally took.
that he was not aware of any cheating during the examinations nor of any com-
' plaints or allegations concerning irregularities subsequent to the tests.

In describing how he preparm: .or the R0/SRO exams, ' indicated that he'

reviewed and studied questions from earlier R0/SRO tests, course material from
the Operator- Accelerated Requalification Program (0ARP), technical specifications,
emergency procedures and other sources. His impression was that the April exams
seemed to stress the OARP material and he considered this to be a departure from
earlier NRC exams which normally emphasized operating procedures, theory, etc.

During the interview, the investigators confronted ..swith both his and
SRO (April 24,1SE;) examination papers and asked if he could explain the plethora- i

of answers which were nearly identical on both tests. Without identifying the )
names of the individuals, he was also shown the test papers of other examinees j
and saw that no set of answers matched in the same nearly identical fashion as ,

his and'.those'of~
.

1Whilehetoldtheinvestigatorsthatthereweresome )
" boiler plate" . questions on ther 'e'xas which could be answered similarly by different. .; ;

|individuals,' he conceded thatsheccould see the anomaly of two sets of answers .

tracking that. closely and could understand how this might lead a reasona61erperson j
'

to suspect cheatino; however, he could offer no explanation other thart by saying )
he has known ~ \for many years, that they often worked together and that many' '

of the answers came frna material they studied together.
, ,

.

was told that simitar tracking also existed between his and answers !s
. a
, on tte R0 (April 23,1981) examination. While acknowledging that this was indeed |
strange and that he could offer no logical explanation, he unequivocally declared

'

to the investigators that he had not cheated on either exam and was unaware of
anyone who did. He averred that the answers on both his R0 and SR0 exams were
his alone, and further, that they were not copied from, provided by or given to
any other individual taking either examination. He also denied having any advanced ;

knowledge of the questions to be asked or having seen or been provided with copies
of either examination prior to their being handed out on the day the tests were
given.

Jwas asked if he would be willing to furnish a signed sworn statement attesting
to the information he had just provided to the investigators. He replied in the
affinnative and was advised he would be recontacted by the NRC within the next
few days.

.
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INTERVIEW 0F__

On July 27,1981, ' was interviewed by NRC Investigators
Edward.C. Gilbert and R. Keith Christopher at tfie NRC Office at the
Three Mile Island Nuclear Generating Station. Also present during the
interview,at ... request, was Henry D. HUKILL, Director of Unit 1,
employed by the GPU Service Corporation. '

,

N, stated he has been employed by the Metropolftan Edison Company
since May 29,1961 and assigned to Three Mile Island since 1969. Additionally,
he advised he is currently licensed by the NRC as a senfor reactor operator
(SRO) and he is a shift supervisor at Unit 1. .

The investigators informed that they were conducting inquiries con--
cerning apparent irregularities in the R0 and SR0 examinations administered ;
by the NRC between April 21 and April 24,1981.

..
,

\related he took the R0 examination on Thursday April 23,1981 and the
SRO exam on Friday April 24, 1981. Additionally, he disclosed that "

.
_

)took both examinations with his in the non-smoking classroom. In this regard,-

she-acknowledged that he and ishared the same table on both days, and he'
,

'

lsatto \left. He also identified the proctors and other |
examinees who were present at the two. examinations.

\ claimed the exams were dppropriately administered, monitore and -

controlled, and remarked.thatill necessary measures were in effect(to prevent. ;
the possibility of cheating. In this respect, he denied any knowledge, suspicion !
or awareness of rumors regarding any cheating or other impropriettes concerni.ng
his or any other R0 and SR0 exams.

Several similar ans rs to test questioris were randomly selected by the investi-
gators from and ,R0 examination (April 23, 1981) and displayed
to , Additionally, he was told that the same circumstances exist on
their SRO exas (April 24,1981). He was also informed that no answers from the
other examinees contained these conspicuous similarities, After comparing the
examples, lagreed there were marked similarities between their two exams
which would understandably cause suspicion and lead someone to conclude he and

lhadcheated. However, \ denied cheating by any means on either
'

'eihmination, and added that to his knowledge Ihadnotengagedinanydis-
honest activity. sould offer no logical explanation for the distinct
and obvious similarities.but remained adamant'in his denfals of culpability.

. . ,1was queried regarding his willingness to provide a signed sworn state-
ment attesting to the information he had verbally furnished. He responded in
the affirmative and was advised.that he would be recontacted by the investigators
within the next few days to obtain this statement.

- 11 -
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INTERVIEW 0F NRC RESIDENT INSPECTORS _

Francis I. YOUNG, NRC Resident Inspector Three Mile Island Nuclear Generating '

Station, was interviewed on July 28, 1981 by Investigator Edward C. Gilbert.
1

YOUNG stated the R0 and SRO examinations were administered on Tuesday through
Friday, April 21 through April 24,1981. AdditionaT1y, he advised there were
two different R0 and SRO exams designated R0f(A), R0 (B), SRO (A) and SRO (8)

)which were aministered separately on each of the four days. Further, he
!

related that each of the four examinations were given concurrently in two
iclassrooms designated for smokers and non-smokers. Therefore, on any one day,

one of the four examinations was being taken by a group divided into a smoking |

,

and a non-smoking classroom.
1.

i-

He remarked that'Ron MAINES and Bruce WILSON were each assigned to one of the |
two classrooms orr all four days to monitor the exams. Additionally YOUNG
advised that he relieved the two monitors during the lunch period on all four
days. He estimated that he monitored each classroom for about one hour between
11:00 AM and 1:00 PM while the other proctors were absent for lunch. He recalled
one instance when a monitor left a classroom during the examination to discuss
the exam with Mike ROSS in the hall outside the room. However, he had no idea
how long the proctor was absent from the classroom. He assumed the monitor ROSS
was conversing with was WILSON since he (WILSON) was in charge of administering
the examinations. YOUNG denied knowledge of any other occasions when a proctor
was not present in the classrooms during the periods the exams were ging given.

YOUNG stated he was not present when any of the exams started to hear the instruc-
tions provided by the proctors concerning how the tests wers to be conducted.
Therefore, he did not know whether specific admonishments against cheating and/or
precautionary measures to avoid the possibility of cheating were made to the
examinees. YOUNG commented that the examinees were seated at tables, about -

eight feet long. He continued that two individuals sat at each table at opposite
ends facing in the same direction. He assumed there were no predetermined seating
assignments so everyone could sit where they wanted. He had no recollection of
specifically where and with whom the various individuals sat. In this respect,
he acknowledged that since he briefly monitored all examinations,

, and
i were present in two of the exams. However, he could not recall the

seating arrangements, placement of answer sheets or classroom behavior of either
individual.

YOUNG advised he generally remained seated at the front of the classroom.althobgh
he did occasionally walk to the rear of the room. He .added that he did not circulate
betWeen the various tables. He could offer no information concerming the extent
of mobility of the other proctors. However, he a hitted observing one of the
Proctors (not further identified) seated at the front of the rcos reading a n.ovel.
YOUNG denied observing or hearing any talking, whispering or other interaction
between the examinees. Further, he denied seeing anyone look or glance at another's
answers. He noted that if the answer sheets were kept preperly separated and face

- 12 -
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down on the table there should have been no problem. However, he acknowledged
there were instances of answer sheets being placed, presumably face doesn.
between individuals rather than directly in front of them. He continued that
under these conditions individuals could have surreptitiously exchanged and/or
obtained each others' answer sheets. In this respect, he offered that the
distance between the individuals would have prevented them from copying answers
without having physical possession of the other's answer sheet. He denied
observing any answer sheets placed face up on the table but allowed that he
did not check to insure that no one had another's answer sheet. . YOUNG also
reported only one individual was allowed to leave the room at a time to go to
the restroom. Further, he noted ha insured that no toi-left the classroes or
returned with any paper or other material. He agreed that an individual from
one classroom could conceivably have met an individual from the other classroom
in the restroom and discussed the examination. Additionally , YOUNG could not
discount the possibility of " crib sheets" being brought into the classroom or
being. referred to when someone went to the restroom. Howqver, he reiterated
that although the potential and opportunity for dishonest behavior existed as
set forth above, he did not observe, suspect or hear of any cheating or other
questionable activity regarding any of the examinations.

Donald R. HAVERKAMP, NRC Senior Resident Inspector Three Mile Island Nuclear
Generating Station, was interviewed on July 30, 1981 by Investigator Edward C.
Gilbert. HAVERKAMP stated that to the best of his recollection he did not
participate in the monitoring of any of the R0 or SR0 examinations administered
Mtween April 21 and 24,1981. He allowed that he may have " stuck his head in"
the classrooser on a few occasions, however he did not observe any suspicious
activity indicative of cheating. He was unable to furnish any pertinent infonnation

.
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REY.IEW AND COPFARISDN OF APRIL 1981 NRC R0 AND SRO EXAMINATIONS
i

Inquiries determined the NRC akinistered R0 and SRO examinations to all
Three Mile Island, Unit 1, operator personnel between April 21 and April 24,
1981. The majority of the questions required answers written in an essay
format. The. maximum time allowed for the RO exam was 9 hours and it was |administered.from 8:00 as to 5:00 pm. The maximum time limit for the SR0

|
exam was 7 hours and it was administered from 8:00 as to 3:00 pm. There

|were two versions (different questions) for both the R0 and SRO examinations ;

which were designated "A" and "B." They were given as follows:

April 21-R0(A)
April 22 - SRO (A) '

-

April 23 - R0 (B) t

April 24 - SRO (B)

A total of . individuals were examined. All took the R0 exam and of.

them also took the SRO exam. Specifically, : individuals took the R0 (A),.
examination (three failures), sindividuals took the SRO (A) examination(one failure), ? individuals took the R0 (B) examination (thr'ef failures? 'and
\ individuals took the SRO (B) examination (one failurt).

took both the R0 (B) exam on April 23, 1981 and the SRO (B) exam on April 24, .

1981. They received final grades of respectively on the
R0 (B) exam; and ifailed one of the 8 categories. They received final
grades of respectively ort the SRO (B) exam. The R0 (B) exams I

also indicate they were completed (turned into the proctor) at 4:55,pm by
land 4:45 pm by The SRO- (B) exams for reflect

they were both completed at 3:00 pm. j

A thorough review. analysis and comparison of the R0 (B) and SRO (B) examinations I.

submitted by disclosed many instances where their essay-type

answers were markedly (B) test answers forsimilar, and in several cases they were virtually verbatim.
,

In respect to the R0 , blatant similarities I

,

existed in at least 17 of the approximately 79 questions requiring extensive |essay responses. In regard to their SRO (B) exam results, conspicuous connonality
;

appeared in at least 29 of the approximately 52 questionsi requiring lengthy answers.
Typical examples of these obvious similarities are as follows: ;

R0(B) Answers to QuestiontA.6 (a): |
!" ~

.No it does not mean that the core "Ni it does not mean that the core boron
boron decreased from'1000 ppu to ' ' decreased from 1000 ppm to something less.

"

something less. What it means is It means that the density changed so that ithat the density changed so that the boron in the water becomes less dense ithe boron, which is in the water, so you increase temperature. Thus neutrons '

becomes less dense as you heat up. will travel further before it is absorbed !
-s

Hence the neutron is able to travel by a boren atom. This will have a positive,

further before it is absorted by a on Keff since the thermal utilization
,
'

boron atom. This tends to have a factor will increase."
Positive effect on Keff because the
thermal utilization factor will

4

increase." i

5
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R0,(B)AnswerstoQuestionH.3(a):

:

sat the feed. water inlet there is an "At the feed water inlet there is an -

opening in which steam is drawn and opening where steam is drawn and comes ;

comes in contact with the F.W. This indirectcontactthe(sic)thefeed
is called aspriating (sic) steam and water. This is called aspirating steam
the heating is called contact heating ; and the heating is direct contact heating. ,

a form of convection heat transfer. The more flow you have the more aspirating |

The more flow you have the more w-1r- steamis;used'througEthe' aspirating; I

aspriating (sic) steam you will have parts. to heat the feed water." This is ;

heating the feed water. When the- a form of convection heat transfer. When !

feed water gets to the bottom of the the water gets to the bottom of the down '

down comer it is in a saturated comer it is in a saturated ' condition."
condition."

s-
*

|

SR0 (B) Answers to Question U33 !

"Each fuel has its own beta and the "Each fuel has its own beta and the fuel
fuel beta is then multiplzed (sic) beta is the multiplication by the per-
by the 5 of each fuel to get a core centage of each fuel to get.accore beta
beta. You then take the .98 effec 4 then take the .98 effectiveness factor

and multiply it by the core beta to get- tiveness factor and multiply it by 4

the com beta to get beta effective. , beta effective The effectiveness factor.

The-effectiveness factor is used if used because our core uses both fast
because our core uses both fast and - and thermal neutrons and tse have a high
thermal. neutrons and me.have a high 5 U238. Because delayed Ire born at an
5 of U238.. Because delayed neutrons average energy of =.5 mev. These delayed
am born at an avera neutrons aren't'as effective in the
new they arn't (sic)ge energy of =.5 fissioning of U-238."as effective
as the prompt neutrons which are -

born at a higher average energy =
Mov. So we use the effective factor."

SR0 (B) Answers to Question N.5 (b):

"On a load reduction you store "On a load deduction you store energy in
energy in the OTSG and you get an the OTSG and there is an insurge into the
insurge.'into the pressurizer. The pressurizer. The insurge will cause the
insurge will cause the pressure to pressuretoincreasethusco11 opting (sic)
increase thus collopsing (sic) the the steam in the pressurizer. Since some
steam in.the pressurizer. Since of the pressure is being caused by the gases !

some of the pressure is maintained in the pressurizer and they won't collapse,
by the gasses (sic) in the pressurizer pressure will hang up or stay higher for
and they won't collopse (sic), you a longer period of time."
have pressure hanging up or staying-

higher for a longer period of tista."

I
'
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An in. depth review and comparison was also conducted of all other R0 and i

SR0 examinations administered to the remaining operator: personnel between
April 21 and April 24,1981. This analysis revealed no obvious similarities
indicative of apparent cheating by these individuals. Additionally, none of
the answers prepared by the remaining examinees evidenced sentence forinat or
word content which.was comparable to the nearly identical writings of <

and The originals of all R0 and SR0 examinations administered between l
.

!April 21 and April 24, 1981, includingtheR0(B)andSR0(B)examsof.
and . Are currently maintained by the Investigations Branch, Office of
Inspection and Enforcement. -

Inquiries ascertained separate, classrooms for smokers and non-smokers were
provided on each of the four days for the conduct of all four R0 and SRO
examinations. However, the examinees wers not required to indicate on their
examination papers which of the two classrooms they utilized, and no other l

record of the classroom assignments was prepared. Further, seating arrange-
ments were made at the discretion of the examinees. However, no record was
prepared of the resulting seats and tables chosen. Therefore, in the absence
of documentation, the relative Tocation and position of
.could not he' verified.-

. . .

.

'.

*
.

.

0

9

'
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_ REVIEW AND C0WARIS0N 0F APRIL 1981 " MOCK" R0 AND SR0 EXAMINATIONS.

The licensee furnished for analysis the " mock" R0 and SR0 examinations which
were administered on April 2 and April 3,1981, respectively. . . .

individuals, including took the RD exam and individuals,
including , took the SR0 exam. A comparison of the about 45
essay answers submitted ny " for the R0 examination disclosed
two instances of similarities in their approach,. sentence structure. and wording.

Treceivedascore.of received a score of A'

comparison of the about 37 essay responses pmpared by ia the
SR0 examination revealed ten answers containing distinct similarities in the
approach. sentence format and word content. The grades for
were . respectively. A thorough review and comparison of the
remaining twelve " mock' R0 exams and ten " mock" SRO exams surfaced no obvious,
similarities in the answers indicative of cheating by copying. Further, the
approach, sentence stmeture and word usage in the other examinees' essay answers
were not analogous with the answers written by 'which contained
the marked similarities. As pmviously reported, no records exist to identify
the seating assignments for either of these " mock" examinations Copies.of the
" mock" R0 and " mock" SR0 examinations submitted by - Mremain- |

,

tained by the Investigations Branch. Office of Inspection and Enforcement. )
i

'

'
.

'

g ,, *? '
-

, . . . *
,

I.

,

e

W

e
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REVIEW AND COWARIS0N OF 1980 REQUALIFICATION EXAMINATIONS

The licensee provided copies of an RO requalification examination dated
April 2,1980 and an SRO requalification examination dated April 3,1980
which were attinistered to . A review and comparison of
the two individuals' answers revealed no obvious similarities or other
indications of improprieties. Inquiries detensined no records are main-
tained of the seating assignments for these examinations. Copies of these
test results are retained by the Investigations Branch. Office of Inspection
and Enforcement.

l
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INTERVIEWS OF SUPERVISOR OF't.ICENSED OPERATOR TRAINING

Nelson BROWN, supervisor of licensed operator training, Three Mile Island
Nuclear Generating Station, was interviewed on July 28,1981 at the Metropolitan
EdisonCompany(MET-ED)trainingoffice,ThreeMileIsland,byNRCInvestigators
R. Keith ChMstopher and Raymond H. Smith.

8ROWN related that between ApH1 1 and April 3,1981 MET-ED akinistered " mock"
R0 and SRO examinations to MET-ED personnel as an aid in preparing for the NRC
R0 and SRO licensing examinations which wem to be ahinistered between April 21
and ApM 1 24, 1981. He explained the " mock" exams were prepared and administered
by Associated Technical Training Services (ATTS), a contractor specializing in
this area. He pointed out the " mock" exams were prepared in the same fomat
and consisted of the same general mateMal which was anticipated in the NRC
examinations. Further,. he related the individuals who took the " mock" exams.

'were divided into smoking and non-smoking classrooms, and the exams were monitored
on a constant basis.

BROWN advised the NRC R0 and SR0 examinations were given between ApM1 21 and
April 24,.1981. Additionally, he reported that he, personally, took both -exams
irr the smoking classroom on Tuesday April 21,and Wednesday April 22, 1981. He
could not recall who monitomd either examination, however he remarked that
Skip. YOUNG, NRC Resident Inspector, was present to the classroom on both days
for intermittent periods of time. In this respect, he remarked that to the best
of his recollection the NRC examinations were adequately monitored since he could
recall nor instances when the proctors were absent from the room for estended '

.

peHods (not exceeding 3 to 4 minutes). BROWN advised that the examinees were
fumished with paper and pencils in the classmos, and they were only allowed to
bHng a calculator into the testing area with them. Additionally, he related
the completed examinations were collected by the proctor and not seen again by
the examinees.

BROWN averred that to his knowledge there were no indications of cheating in
either the ." mock" or NRC akinistered R0 and SR0 examinations. Further, he
denied hearing any rumors or suspicions that cheating may have occurred during
either series of examinations.

,

BROWN reported that each of the examinations was divided into several categories
which were graded separately. He continued that if an individual receives a
grade of 70% 6r less in one or two categoMes, he is only required to be retested
on these categories if his overall average grade is 80% or more. However, any
individual who scores below 70% on three or mom categories or whose overall
examination average is below 801, is required to take enother complete exam for
licensing purposes.

On August 4,1981, BROWN was telephonically recontacted by Investigator Smith
in an attempt to ascertain whether were administered

,

.
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the " mock'" R0 and SR0 examinations in the same classroom and, if so, whether-
they shared the sama table. He stated there were no prearranged seating
assignments for either the ATTS " mock" examinations or the NRC R0 and SR0
~

exaninations. Therefore, examinees were allowed to select and make their
own seating arrangements for both series of examinations. Further, he advised
that no documentation was prepared to reflect the resultant seating of the
examinees for any of the exams. He also acknowledged that no record was
maintained of the separation of examinees 'into smoking and non-smoking class- !,

rooms BROW reported the following information regarding the. " mock" examinations:
'

RO #1 was given on April 1,1981; R0 #2 and SRO #T wert given on April 2,1981;
and SR0 #2 was given on April 3,1981. ~

Investigators Note:. As written on both " mock" examination
papers, both took the RO exam on April 2 and the SRO exam on April 3.1981.
Additionally,. since both are aMttedly non-smokers and subsequently took the
NBC examinations in the non-smoking classroom, it may reasonably be concluded
that they took the two " mock" examinations together in the non-smoking class-
room. Further, as annotated on the " mock" exam papers, presumably by the
proctor (s), \took the R0 exam from 0800 to 1410 and 0800 to
1404, respectively; and the SR0 exam frta 0735 to 1415 and 0800 to 1400 -

respectively.
.
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INTERVIEW 0F MICHAEL J. ROSS

On July 28, 1981, Mr. Michael J. ROSS was interviewed by NRC Investigators
Peter E. Baci and Edward C. Gilbert at the NRC Office at Three Mile Island.i

Also present during the interview, at ROSS' request, was Mr. Henry D. HUKILL,
Director, TMI Unit 1, who is employed by the GPU Service Corporation. ROM
stated that he has been employed by the Metropolitan Edison Corporation (MET-ED)
since December 1968 and curren,tly holds the position of Manager of Plant Ope *ations
(Unit 1). ROSS also stated that he is a licensed SR0 and has been so licensed
since about 1973 or 1974; he added that he received his first R01(cense in IM8.

ROSS advised the investigators that he took the R0 and SR0 examinations which
were given on April 21 and 22, 1981 , respectively. He stated that on both days
he sat in a room tahich was set aside for non-smokine examinees. He recalled
.that

,

ware also present in the same room during the xu
examination. ROSS described the R0 exam as being 9 hours in length while the
SRO exam took 7 hours; both exams started it approximately 0800 each morning.

ROSS recalled that the proctors for the exams were Bruce WILSON and Ronald M.
MAINES although he was not sure who covered which room on which day. ROSS
indicated that there was 1005 coverage of the testing rooms and that the proctors
were relieved for lunch by IE Resident Inspector Francis YOUNG and possibly by
Senior Resident Inspector Don HAVERKAMP as well

~

According to ROSS, he sat next 'to . awhile taking the R0 duas; this
was at the front of the examination room, in close proximity to the proctor. He
could not remember who, if anybody, sat next to him on the SR0 exam. ROSS recalled',"-
the standard instructions being given prior to the exams: don't leave the rooms
without permission, eat lunch at your desk, do your own work, etc.

ROSS didn't remember anyone leaving for an unusually long period of time during
the examinations. He opined that it would have been difficult to observe the
papers of the person sitting next to you or to switch exam papers between
individuals. He felt that the conditions under which the examinations were
given, i.e. the rooms, the proctoring. the close proximity of participants, etc.
were not necessarily conducive to cheating and stated that he himself was not

.

aware of any cheating nor of any complaints or concerns in that regard.

The only conversation he heard during the exams was grumbling about having to
take the tests and concerning the difficult nature of the exams. He opined that
the April exams were harder than previous tests by a " factor of two." He stated
that this was because the exams covered a lot of material from the Operator
Accelerated Requalification Program (OARP). In the past, he explained, such,

of the material came from other sources, such as FSAR's, and did not require the
same detailed knowledge on the part of the operators. Whe; asked, he stated that

'

some of the questions and material which appeared on the exams had been covered
on earlier tests and could therefore have been studied'and learned by memorization.

!
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Concerning the method of preparing for the exams, ROSS indicated that they
studied together on shift, exchanged handouts, and had study sessions sponsored '

by training. The handouts had sample questions, drawings, etc., some of which- t

ROSS felt probably appeared on the tests.
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INTERVIEW 0F
|__

On July 28, 1981, was into. viewed by NRC Investigators I.. .

Peter E. Baci and Edward C. Gilbert at the NRC Office at Three Mile Island. |

Also present during the iaterview, at ~ request, was Mr. Henry D. HUKILL, |
Director, TMI Unit 1, who is employed by the GPU Service Corporation. '

...

stated that he has been employed by the Metropolitan Edison Corporation (ET-ED) .

since December 1969. He continued that he started with ET-ED in York. PA.
was laid off, and subsequently rehired to work at TMI. According to
he is currently employed by ET-ED as a control room operator (CRO) trainee.
He stated that he har taken the R0 exam twice, first.on about April 1980 and
the second time on April 23,1981,

,

\ told the reporting investigators.that the examinees on April 23. 1981
were split into two groups, smoking and non-smoking, and that he, sat
in the room set aside for non-smokers. recalled that he,

itook the RO eram on the.same day and in the same
room; he also thought that Iwere there too. .

reported that he sat on the right side'of. the room, about three tables back and *

on the aisle. He indicated that sat on his right at the same table and
that ~1s~at behind him ~ Across the aisle and slightly forward of,

his table sat j
,

According to 23,1981 R0 exam was Ron MINESand he or the local'1the proctor for the Aprilresidentinspector(SkipYOUNG)wasthere.for985ofthe
' recalled that MINES went out of the roon "once or twies" but-time. i

'

.

thinks that YOUNG either relieved him or brought his lunch. lindicated-
that he saw the other proctor, Bruce WILSON, in the smoking room where they

,

were all assembled and given their test papers prior to splitting into smoking
and non-smoking groups.

\could not recall much concerning instructions before the test since he
was pressed for time and wanted to "get to it." He said that he nonnally turned
his papers over when finished with them and opined that you "had to be pretty
sneaky to cheat." He felt that it was possible, but very difficult to cheat
by observing your neighbor's paper or by switching papers. He indicated that
MINES walked around once or twice" that he could recall and that MINES left
the room several times for a brief period when he couldn't answer a question
and had to get the other proctor, WILSON- \recalledtheproctorstopping.

one individual from going to the head because someone else was already out of
the room.

_1 stated the talk after the exam was mostly about how hard the exam was
and not about any cheating. He said that prior to this investigation he had
not been aware of any cheating problem. . Ifelt that certain of the test
questions could be expected to have similar or " boiler plate" answers while
other answers should definitely differ from individual to individual.
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. said that he studied primarily by himself when preparing for the RO.

exam although he also studied with his shift which consisted of
~

He also studied at hone on
two or three separate occasions and could not recall if was there '

at the time.

.
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INTUtVIEW 0F
,

senior reactor operator, Three Mile Island Nuclear Generating..

Station, Unit 1, was interviewed at the NRC office at Three Mile Island on
July 28. 1981 by Investigator Edward C. Gilbert and Senior Investigator' Peter E.-

Baci.iAdditionally, Henry D. HUKILL, Director of Unit 1, employed by the GPU
; Service Corporation, was present during the interview at request

stated he has been employed at Three Mile Island since January 1974,
and his home address is telephone ,

.

He advised he was akinistered the RO examination in the classroom designated :
for non-smokers on Thursday April 23. 1981. He recalled the following individuals |
wem also' in this classroom: '

. .

.ie remarked all examinees were able to choose ;

their own seats which were arranged two to a table. He related he and ;

shared the same table which faced fomard on the right side of the room. He recalled
,

that '

sat by himself. pat at the same table behind them. Additionally, he recalledFusher, he offered 1 sat on the left side of the roome

at a middle table, possibly with .

\statedtheR0andSR0examsweremonitoredbytwoindividuals,oneof
them was Bruce WILSON. However, he did not know the name of the. individual who <

monitored his R0 examination. Further, when this proctor was gone' on at least
one occasion for a short lunch period, he was replaced by an NRC inspector.
Therefom, he concluded the monitors afforded almost 1005 coverage during his j.

exam. Idisclosed that shortly after the examinations were shinistered '

he heard rumors that a proctor was absent for long periods of time from one of
the classrooms designated for smokers. He assumed this pmsented conditions
conducive to cheating although he denied knowledge .of anyone taking advantage of

,

the situation. i

'

He could not recall any announcement by the monitor prior to the exam regarding *

precautions against cheating. However, to his knowledge, examination:rggulations4

were not violated. He explained that only one individual ment to the restroom
at a time. Additionally, to his knowledge, everyone placed their answer sheets
face down on the table in front of them. Further, he did not observe or hear any
conversations between the examinees. |expressedhisopinionthatthere

.

!
was sufficient spacing between individuals to preclude copying from another's
answer sheet with the proctor:present. He explained that the essay responses
would have been very difficult to read and/or copy in their entirety. However,
he allowed that it would not have been difficult for two individuals to have passed
their answer sheets to each other. He repeated that he did not observe any
suspicious activity in his classroom during,the administration of the R0 exam.

,

'

Ivolunteered he consnenced studying approximately 4 to 6 weeks prior to i._

the exam. He stated that once a week for the month preceding the exam his shift
1

met at \msidence to review various topics. Further, he noted he spent up |
i

1
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to 8 hours at 'home on his days off. He advised hisi shift consisted of |
'

. He added the training"'
>

department also provided study assistance. He remarked they had. oral discussions,
studied previous exams, worked out problems, etc. He added that any material
requiring memorization was normally accomplished in private rather than during
group study sessions. However, he did not believe that many questions appearing
on the exam could have been answered by memorization alone.
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INTERVIEW OF

On July 28, 1901, was interviewed by NRC Investigators
Peter E. Baci and Edward C. Gilbert at the NRC Office at Three Mile Island.
Also present during the interview, at request, was Mr. Henry D. HUKILL,
Director TMI Unit 1, who is employed by the GpU Service Corporation,
stated that he has been employed by the Metropolitan Edison Corporation (Met Ed)
since 6/6/69 and currently holds the position of Shift Supervisor, (Unit 1);
he also stated that he is a licensed SRO, having taken his first SR0 exam in
August 1976 and his first .R0 exam in 1974. s

\statedthathetooktheR0andSR0examsgivenbytheNRConApril23and
24, 1981, respectiveTy. He advised that the tests were given in two different
rooms on each day, one for smokers and one for non-smokers, and that he,
sat in the non-smoking room for both examinations. recalled that he sat
en the left side of the room and that sat next to him, on his
left during the RO exam but doesn't remember if anyone sat next to him during
the SR0 exam. He continued by saying that sat in front of him on the
SRO test, with ion his . left, but he didn't think anyone was
in front of him while he took the R0 exam. To the best of his recollection,

{also took the SRO exam with him and sat on the right
hand side of the room; concerning who'was present durina the RO exam. recalls

.being there and believes that
,were there too.

,

.a . - b ._,.

, recalled that the proc ^or for the SRO exam was primarily Ron MAIhES with 5
Bruce WILSON coming in for the Tast few hours; he could not remember who .the p~roctor7

was for the R0 exam. In both cases', for the'R0 and SRO' exams, he completed his
test early and left the examination room before the official finish time so he
couldn't say for certain which proctor, if any, was present after his departure.

, stated that while there may have been others, he could only recall two
instances during the SRO exam when the proctor left the room. He explained
that this occurred when they had questions which MAINES could not answer and he
left the room to get WILSON. Other than this example, stated that he was
not aware of any lack of coverage by the proctors. In fact, opined that
the, coverage was pretty complete and described it as "end-to-end" coverage,

i recalled that instructions were given prior to the exams about signing test
papers, going for coffee or to the head only one at a time, turning answer sheets
over and keeping your papers in front of you. He didn't remember any specific
comments concerning cheating. Concerning answer papers, he recalled MAINES asked
him at one point if he was finished with a particular paper, and if so, to please
turn it over. felt that it would have been very difficult for someone to
read his neighbor's paper given the conditions which existed in the examination
rooms.

Concerning studying for the exams, . stated they used vendor questions, sample
questions from recent NRC tests, handouts, etc. He continued that
and / studied at his ..home to prepare for the e'xams and that !

/ was also present on one occasion. also indicated that a group which
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included used to study at home and that he, I

wa , them for one study session. |

. commented that about 50% of the content ori'the April exams was different !
from previous exams and that much of it was drawn from the Operator Accelerated
Requalification Program (QARP) material which had been provided to the NRC.
He opined that much of the material was given to " stock" or similar answers.
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INTERVIEW 0F
,

control room operator (.CRO) trainee. Three Mile Island
Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1, was interviewed at the NRC office at Three ,

Mile Island on July 28, 1981 by Investigator Edward C. Gt15ert and Senior
Investigator Peter E. Baci. Also present during the interview at -

request was Monry D. HUKILL, Director of Unit 1 employed by the GPU Service'
Corporation. -

'ydvised she har been employed by the Metropolitan Edison Company since
January 1972, she has been assigned to Three Mile Island since October 31,1974
and she has been an aux 111ary operator since June 1975. na =tated her residence
is telephone

._..> disclosed she took the R0 examination in the non-smoking classroom on
April 23,1981. She recalled the following individuals were also administered
the t*(t with her:

\and possibly . She noted
shared a table with her and sat directly in. front of them.
She could not recall other seating assignments.

. \did not know the name of the individual who monitored the examination.
However, she. described him as 35 to 40 years old, thin light hair and wearing
glasses. She added that another proctor was briefly in the classroom on several :
occasions to answer questions regarding the, proper understanding of various '

examination questions Sha reca' led only one instance toward the en(of the --

examination when the proctor was absent for no more than five minutes.* However,
,

she was aware of no suspicious activity indicative of cheating during this |-

period or any other time during the. examination. ' revealed she had
heard rumors that a proctor was absent for an extended period during one of the
other examinations administered between April 21 and 24,1981. She added that
this implied the opportunity to cheat existed although she was unaware of anyone
taking advantage of it. She rould not recall whether a monitor admonished the
class against cheating prior to the test commencing. She acknowledged that if
two individuals sharing a table had conslitred, they could have passed their
answer sheets to each other or possibly observed each others answer sheets from
the distance between them. -

'She reported they did extensive studying in preparation for the examinations.
She explained this included group studying for two or three hours a night while
on shift, meeting at their supervisor's ihome for group study sessions
two or three nights a week for a month before the examination and independent
st' dying. She volunteered that individuals who participated in their study groupu
included Additionally, she noted that 4

an d . .,_ . . Accasionally joined them at ihome. She denied that \
was a member of their regular study sessions. Sie stated they reviewed questions ~

which had appeared on previous examinations and other material pertaining to their
'

.
loffered that although some areas could be memorized,employment. '

, ,

encouraged them to understand the material rather than attempt to rely upon
memorization alone. i
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'Ih conclusion, remarked that a few questions regarding procedures or-
definitions as contained in the reactor theory and heat transfer sections may
have produced similar responses. flowever, generally, the essay answers would '

.

differ appreciably between individuals.
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INTERVIEW 0F

....._... shift supervisor, Three Mile Island Nuclear Generating Station,
Unit 1, was interviewed at the NRC office at Three Mile Island on July 29, 1981
by Investigator Edward C. Gilbert and Senior Investigator Peter E. Baci.
Additionally, Henry D. HUKILL, Director of Unit 1, employed by the GPU Service
Corporation, was present during the interview at request.

stated he has been employed by the Metropolitan Edison Company since
November 5,1968 and he has been assioned to Three Mile Island since October 1969.
He advised his home address is telephone

,

He advised he took the R0 examination on Thursday April 23, 1981 and the SR0
examination on Friday April 24, 1981. He noted he sat in the classroom designated
for non-ssokers on both days. He recalled the followina indi iduals took the R0
examination with him: and

He advised there were no preassigned seating arrangements and two
'

individuals sat at each table, related he shared a table with ROSS. He
recalled that sat directly across from them and sat.at i

the same table in front of Additionally, he recalled that ! sat |
behind him and he thought imay have sat with . . . recalled
the following individuals took the SR0 examination with him: !..__. .

. and possibly He remarked that he sat by himself and he
could not recall where the other individuals sat. )

advised an older individual with gray hair monitored 'the R0 exaYand |
i

Bruce WILSON monitored.the SR0 exam. Further, he noted $ kip YOUNG may have
briefiy relieved one of the proctors on occasion. 'related that on both I

exams the monitors.were occasionally absent from the classroom for three to
five minutes. He explained this occurred primarily .in the R0 exam when the
monitor had to leave to retrieve WILSON to answer questions regarding the exam.
He noted the monitors normally remained in the front of the room although they
occasionally wandered around the room.

He was not aware of any complaints, rumors or instances of cheating in any of
the exams. In this respect, he denied observing any questionable activity
indicative of cheating during the proctors' brief absences. He noted that only
one individual was allowed to go to the restroom at a time. stated that
on one occasion the proctC* told one individual, possibly ROSS, to turn over
his answer sheet. He assessed ~this as an innocent mistake and not indicative
of cheating. He added that answer sheets to examinations are always supposed
to be placed face down on the table,

allowed there may have been some degree of sim.ilarity between the exami-
nation answers. He attributed some of this to an estimated 355 to 40% of the
examination which required responses which had been committed to memory. He
also pointed out that one of the two examinations contained 2 or 3 questions.

which had appeared on previous examinations. He explained that since prior
.

exams had been utilized in the studying sessions, some individuals may have
memorizea tim answers.
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He stated he prepared for the examinations by studying by himself when he was 1

on shift and on his own time. In this regard, he advised he did not participate
'

in group study sessions. He added his study material consisted of previous ;[
examinations, Operator Accelerated Requalification Program (OARP) notes and '

other documentation.
'|
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INTERVIEW 0F

. shift foreman Three Mile Island Nuclear Generating Station,
Un11[ 1, wa's interviewed at the NRC office at Three Mile Island on July 29, 1981

~

by Investigator Edward C. Gilbert and Senior Investigator Peter E. Baci. Addi '
tionally, Henry D. HUKILL, Director of Unit 1, employed by the GpU Services
Corporation, was present during the interview at '' request.

\ advised he has been employed by the Metropolitan Edison Company since'

February 1,1974, he has had his R0 Ticense since July 1979 and he has been a
shift foreman since February 1,1981. He relhted his home address is

telephone

He volunteered he took 'the R0 examination on Tuesday April 21,1981 and the SRO
examination on Wednesday April 22, 1981, and he sat la the classroom for smokers
on both days. He advised he sat at a table with- for the R0 exam. 1

He recalled that also took the R0 exam with them. |

\ remarked he sat by himself during the SR0 exam at a table facina the wall ;

with hfs back~toward the room. He recalled that
were also present for the SR0 exam. He could not recall other seating arrange-
ments or other individuals.who were present at either examination. -

1

\ disclosed Ron NAINES proctored the R0 exam and Bruce WILSON proctored the :
'

SRO exas. Additionally, he advised Skip YOUNG relieved these proctors on both
!

days to enable .than to have lunch. He stated ha did not' know whether a proctor- ,

was present in' the classroom at all times since he was not facing toward the
~

'

front of the classroom.
-

..

He revealed that WILSON provided generai instructions on both days prior to the-
commencement of the exams to all individuals collectively. He continued that
this guidance pertained to the proper writing format, answering each section i

on different pages and numbering each question. However, he could not recall
WILSON mentioning precautionary measures against cheati.ng. pointed out

,

that it is standard practice to allow only one individual to leave the room at a
time. icommented that in his opinion the classrooms were not too crowded.
He explain 2d that two individuals sat at each end of an eight-foot table. He

believed the. approximate four-foot separation precluded the possibility of reading
each other's answer sheets. However, he agreed that if two individuals were so
inclined they could have exchanged and compared their answer sheets.

_, J stated he has no direct knowledge of anyone cheating on either the R0 ,

or SR0 examination. He pointed out that following all types of examinations
. rumors circulate regarding the possibility or suspicion of cheating; however,
he never places any credence in the rumors. He added that it would have been
very difficult for anyone to have cheated on these examinations since they were
very complex and different from previous exams. In this respect, he noted that :

he was very upset for two weeks after taking the exams since he had not expected ;

that type or degree of difficulty. Therefore, in viewcof his state of mind at*

the time, he admitted he may have voiced concerns regarding cheating. However,'

he reiterated that this would have been an innocent remark since he did not hear
of or observe any indications of cheating.

.
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.voiunteered that the site specific portions of the exam a
based on the Operator Accelerated Requalification Program (OARP)ppeared to beHe also.

acknowledged that some parts of the test could have been answered by " textbook
responses" based on memorization which could account for similarities between -

different individuals. He additionally noted that individuals may approach and
answer essay questions in a similar manner if they have trained, worked and
studied together.

reported he studied by himself rather than preparing for the exams with
one of the several organized study groups at the site. He related.his study
mate ".1 consisted of training. handouts, previous exrw textbooks and procedure
manuals.
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INTERVIEW 0F.

On July 29,1981, was interviewed by NRC Investigators
Peter E. Baci and Edward C. Gilbert at the NRC Office at Three Mile Island. .

Also present during the interitew, at request, was Mr. Henry D |
lHUKILL, Director TMI Unit l', who is employed by the GPU Service Corporation.

, stated that be is cdrrently empi yed as a contml room operator '(CRO)
by the Metropolitan Edison Corporatton MET-ED)atTMr(Unit 1)andhas,been ,

with ET-ED sinca October 26, 1976. - |

' reported that he took the RO exam which was administered by the NRC
on April 21,1981. He continued by saying that he sat in the room set aside-

,

for non-smokers and took the exam with Mike ROSS, ._ .

and According to sat at the same table,
sat in front of him and Mike ROSS sat further up in front. There were no
specific seating assignments for the examination and individuals sat whomver-
they desired.

' e proctor for ' exam was Bruce WILSON. As , described the events- !Th .

iof that day, he indicated that WILSON first gathered all the examinees together
in one room before giving out the test questions and dividing them into smoking |
and non-smoking groups. While he had them all together, WIL$0N provided ).

instructions on how to take the. test; he also explained the test to thes ands

pointed out several typographical errors which existed on the questiontsheets..
Icould mcall no specific admonition concerning cheating nor d he ; .

remember anyone instructing him to place his papers face down when c lated.
'

He stated however, that he did place his papers face down and to his left.
WILSON further advised the group that there was to be no talking during the
exam and that those wishing to visit the head were pemitted to leave the
room only one at a time. He (WILSON) then called them up one at a time and
gave them their test papers.

s

indicated that coverage of the examination was complete. When WILSON
1 eft the room for short periods of time he would be relieved by IE Resident
Inspector Skip YOUNG or by the other proctor. said that it was possible
to see your neighbor's paper but since most had them turned face down, you could
not copy any way. Further, he opined that since they were facing the proctor,
it would not only have been difficult buttvery obvious if one attempted to
switch papers. could recall no conversation between the examinees in !

the room in which he sat, only between the proctors and the examinees.

told the reporting investigators that he was not aware of any rumors cef
concerning cheating and further, that he had no direct knowledge of any such
activity during any of the exams given during the period April 21-24, 1981.
He allowed as how 70 to 75% of the questions on the examination required essay
responses which could reasonably be expected to differ among those taking the
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test.- He continued, adding that certain things could be memorized, not
verbatim, but on a step-by-step basis. As examples of the latter,'he ci' tid
nuclear reactions, important systems and new modification changes. He said
that most of the people in his study group tried to memorize the fatter. |
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INTERVIEW 0F

On July 29, 1981, f was interviewed by NRC Investigators
Edward C. Gilbert and Peter E. Baci at his' residence,

stated that he has been employed by the
Metropolitan Edison Corporation (ET-ED) since August 1968 and stationed

,

at Three Mile Island since 1969. indicated that he took his first !

R0 license exam in'1974 and currently?bolds the position of control room i

operator (CRO) at TMI (Unit 1). - ),

In response to questioning by the. reporting investigators, stated that
he took the RO exam which was adninistered by the NRC on April 21,1981. He

|recalled that the examinees were divided into smoking and non-smoking groups j
-

and indicated that he, took the exam with the former, group.
lfurther stated that he sat at the first table, up far the front of the room;
i

diagonally across from at the same table, sat the !described as a middle-aged man with short hair (Ron MAINES) proctor who.

indicated I
.

that this was the first such exam proctored by this man.

\ recalled that ishared a table by the door and |

Inst sat together at the table behind hit Concerning |
pre-examination instructions,
papers and not talking; there were no\could only remember directions on numbering

I

specific comments on cheating, turning
papers face down or on trips.to the head, although in the latter case only one
person was permitted to le. ave the room at.a time..

, .
,- .

,
.

,

| reported that since hit sat at the front of the' room, he di&'t observe .
'

. what took place behind hise He said that the proctor was there almost all the
j

time during the examination and was relieved by the IE Resident Inspector, Skip i

YOUNG, whenever he left the room. He added that he heard general talk afterwards
that the proctor was out of the room durir.g one of the other exams and opined
that the opportunity existed for cheating in the proctor's absence.

indicated that since he sat at the table with the proctor, he couldn't
say for certain whether it was possible to see your neighbor's test paper. He
felt, however, that it would have been very difficult given the fact that people
sat at opposite ends of the table and had a space between them. In his case, he
left his papers face up on the table and was not told to turn them over; he could
not see what others did with their papers. . told the investigators that
he "couldn't say whether a switch (of papers) could be made" between examinees
but conceded that it was "possible."

stated that he didn't study much in preparation for the test. Others"
studied extensively, however, and recalled that shifte". studied
a lot." idescribed -as a " head pounder" and said that he " dragged"
people into study sessions. According to felt he needed a lot
of studying to prepare for the exams and both he and his shift benefited from
the group sessions. was~ characterized by as the " motivating force"
which kept the group studying.
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was asked if he was aware of or heard any rumors concerning cheating ;,

after the exam. lie replied that he had heard rumors of cheating during the i

exams, but could provide neither the names of the individuals allegedly involved !
nor of those from whom he had heard the rumors. |

Finally, opined that it would be highly unlikely that answers to essay-
type questions would be similar or nearly identical on the test papers of two
or more individuais.
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INTERVIEW 0F CHARLES E. HUSTED
.

Charles E. HUSTED, instructor for licensed operator training, Three Mile Island
Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1, was interviewed on July 29, 1981 by NRC
Investigators R. Keith Christopher and Raymond H. Smith. Paul G. CHRISTMAN, )Manager of Plant Administration for Unit 1,. was present during the interview !
at HUSTED's request.

1

HUSTED stated he took the R0 (B) and SR0 (8) exams on April 23 and April 24,
1981, mspectively, in the classroom designated for smokers. He described
the test area as a training room containing a number of t&bles,' eight feet in
length, arranged in school fashion. He advised that two examinees sat at each
table on opposite ends.

He3could not recall who proctored either of his examinations, nor could he comment
on the amount of time the proctors were actually in the classroom. He revealed
that the examinations wars brought into the classroom by the proctor and handed
out individually to each examinee. He also noted that no one was pemitted to,

leave the test area with the examination, and the coupleted examination papers-

were turned into the proctor at the conclusion of the exam.

HUSTED was queried concerning the possibility of reference material being covertly
brought into the classroom by examinees. However, for unknown reasons, he
declined to respond to this question or explain his reluctance to discuss this
issue. He was also asked whether any rumors or comments regarding instances of
cheating on the exams had come to his attention. He acknowledged thW: he had
heard rumors to.this effect which he labeled as " unconfirmed hearsay."' However,
HUSTED refused to reveal any specifics of the rumors he Bhd heard or to identify
the individuals (if named) who were allegedly implicated. Upon further attempted
questioning, HUSTED declared he could not recall anything concerning what he had.
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INTERVIEW 0F i
,

On July M ' 981 was telephonically interviewed by NRC Senior !1

Investig For Peter E. Bact. who is currently employed by the Metropolitan !
Edison Company (MET-ED) at TMI, called Investigator Baci from his residence in '

response to inquiries made with his ~ supervisor. was advised
that Investigator Baci wanted to discuss an incident dating back to 1979, in
which he \ allegedly submitted as his own, work prepared by ~

,

\ told Investigator Baci that he would not come to the site ~ to meet with
him or meet with him any where else unless he had his attorney present and
further, that his attorney wasn't currently available. He offered to talk on
the phone however, if the questions conceming him were innocuous.

l
~ recalled that back in 1979, at the time the subject incident took piace, i

he was rushed for time and was about to start his; vacation the following day.
He stated that he was in the shift supervisor's office looking up material for
answers to the take-home exercises. Ar 1 recalled the incident. "had |
the same questions and answers." stated that he did.not ask 'to do '

any work or answer any questions for him. .

\statedthathedidn'tputhisnameon 'I answer sheet so he fhlt there
was no " attempt to defraud or conceal anything." He continued by saying that -

he put a " cover sheet" on both his and \ answers and submitted them in that
fashion. When asked if he felt that it was ' acceptable to submit someone else's .

work in such a. situation (as make-up work, required of him, i and'not . ' , -

ponceded that it was " marginal.' - -

.
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,REINTERVIEW 0F

On July 30, 1981, was reinterviewed by NRC Investigators. .

Peter E. Baci and Raymond H. Smith at the NRC Office at Three Mile Island.
Also present during the interview at re
Manager of Plant Aministration, TMr (Unit 1) quest, was Paul G. CHRISTMAN,

.

:was provided with a six page, handhr' tten statement which had beeni
prepared by Investigator Baci from the information he .' had related
to the investigators on July 27,1981. After the statement had bden read
by both 'and CHRISTMAN, was asked if there were any changes,
corrections or additions he wanted to make. indicated that he wanted
to clarify a paragraph on page five which described the amount of time he
had spent studying with in preparation for both the " mock"'<

! and NRC R0/SRO exams given in April 1981. To elucidate his meaning, two
additional paragraphs were added, one in the margin on page five and the -

other to the text on page six; these paragraphs said, in essence, that for
the recent " mock" and NRC. exams, all given in April 1981, he had prepared

: by studying primarily with personnel on his shift; he allowed, however,
that he also studied with .\for a "significant" period of time.

[was advised that other examinations taken by him during the 1980/81
time period were also being reviewed and further, that the investigation
might entail review of exams he had taken even prior to that. He was asked.
whether he had cheated or was aware of cheating on any earlier examination.

\ replied in the negative and said he had no objection to includfng a
paragraph in his statement to that effect. As a result, the following -

closing paragraph was added to the statement:

"Concoming cheating, I have never personally cheated on any exam pertaining
to my employment as a licensed operator, whether given by the NRC, ET-ED
or a contractor. Further I have never aided or facilitated cheating by
anyone else on any such exam."

When the statement was presented to him for his signature, declined to
sign it, explaining that he wanted to show it to his attorney first.
was then asked if he would be willing to swear to the contents of the state-
ment without signing it; again he declined, stating he wanted to discuss the
matter with his attomey first. After reviewing the revised statement, however,
he was asked if it accurately recounted the information'he had provided to the .
investigators and if the statement was the truth to the best of his knowledge
and belief. replied that the information in the statement was true and
correct and that he desired to make no further additions, revisions or corrections.

was then queried concerning his recollection of the April 1981 " mock"
exams as well as the 1980 requalification exams. He stated that he could not
recall the seating arrangements during either set of exams or whether he sat

,
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at the same table as while taking th'em. He offered that the.1980
exams had been given in 'the Service Bu11 ding Auditorium but stated that
he was not sure of this.

was asked if he would be amenable to taking a polygraph (lie detector)
examination if one were to be offered. It was explained that the NRC had
heretofore not utilized the polygraph in an investigation, and that it well may
decide not to use it in this case; however, given the fact that he could offer
no Togical explanation for the close tracking of his and answers,it
was suggested that the polygrapir might support his exculpation if'he had indeed,

not cheated, as he had claimed. said that he wanted to discuss the er,tter
with his attorney. '

was told that the NRC investigators had prepared a brief examination, with
questions drawn from the April 24, 1981 SRO test, and that, with their consent,
they were considering administering the exam to him and that same day.
The purpose was to see if given the same questions, with the same amount of
preparation (or lack thereof) and under the same conditions, both he and
would still track very closely with their answers. Prior to asking i f f he
was amenable to such a test, Investigator Bact was advised by Investigator
Gilbert that had declined to participate without first speaking with
his attorney. It was therefore explained to s.that this was no. longer an
option, jaadeanoteofthematter to discuss it with his lawyer.-

,

twas next shown sections of the R0 exam he had taken on April 27 1981. . ..
As with the SR0 exams he had seen on July 27,1981, sections were p61dted out; *

to him (and CHRISTMAN) when the wording of answers was nearly identical, *

including word or phrase insertions made so that answers would track.
.

said he could provide no explanation. i_
,

Investigator Baci then asked about an inci n 1979, in whic he )allegedly completed work for another ET-ED empi wh I,

_ submitted as hi_s own. ,

Investigatori! Note: When name was firs mm,4n.uTp appeared
not to mmember any incident involvino ~ and him. When Investigator Baci.

,

provided further details however, appeared dismayed and looked nervous jiand upset.
. . .

. stated to the investigators that he knew about the incident in question,
that it " paralleled" the current situation and that he could see why the NRC
was interested in the matter. He said that he could explain what happened
concerning but did not want to discuss the matter with the investigators.

until after he had spoken with his attorney. The investigators offered that
if there was an explanation for the 1979 incident, they would like to hear
his " side of the story." still declined to discuss the incident prior
to speaking with his lawyer.
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then requested and was provided with a xeroxed copy of his statement.
After once more asking if the information contained in the statement
was true (and receiving an affirmative answer), the investigators concluded
the interview.

Investigators' Note: subsequently furnished a signed sworn statement
to Investigator Baci on July 31,1981. .That statement revised certain
parts of the unsigned statement and is included as, Enclosure ( 4). ,,

A copy of 'origi6al unsigned statement, furnfihed by him to the investi=
gators on July 30,1981 is included as Enclosure ( 2).
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| REINTERVIEW 0F

was reinterviewed by MRC Investigators Edward C. Gilbert
and R. Keith Christopher at the NRC Office at the Three Mile Island Nuclear
Generating Station on July 30,1981. Henry D. HUKILL, Dimetor of Unit 1, ;

employed by the GPU Service Corporation, was also present during the |
interview at request.

was provided with a six-page handwritten statement which had been |
-

prepared by Investigator Gilbert based on the information he ' had |

previously verbally furnished to the investigators on July 27, 1981. After '

the statement was read by both and HUKILL (the latter at ~
request), was asked if there were any additions, deletions, changes
or corrections which he. wanted to make. He signified he wished to make one
clarification on the.second page addressing his positiveness that a monitor
was in the classroom at all times. Accordingly, one sentence concerning
the monitoring was amended to include the qualification that a proctor was
in continual attendance "with the exception of brief one to_three minute .

periods." -

then asserted that the revised. statement.wascae accurate
representation of Ihe information, explanations and denials he had furnished
during his' previous interview of July 27, 1981; and he desired no additional
changes.

. .. s.

'

Idhen the statement was presented to _36r 'liff.Elgnaturt.Mieclined -

to sign it at this time. He explained that. bet.badseettised:.an.ati....g who . .
hadinstructedhisnottosignastatementuntil.he(theattorney.)Andan ".opportunity to review its contents. -

'was then asked-if he would be
willing to swear to the contents of the. statement without signing it; however,
he again dec11nad, explaining 5 wished to first discuss the matter with his.

attorney. At his request. " was provided with a copy of his unsigned
statement. The original of this unsigned statement is Enclosure ( 3),

was then questioned regarding his recollection of the 1980 R0 and SR0
requalification exams and.the April 1981 R0 and SRO " mock" exams. He commented
that these examinations were essentially conducted and monitored in the same
manner as the NRC administered R0 and SR0 exams of April .23 and 24,1981. He
advised he could not mcall the seating' arrangements in these earlier exami-
nations, particularly in respect to whether or not he sat at the same taole
as When questions were directed toward knowledge of and/or
participation in cheating during previous examinations, he declared that upon
t.he advice of his attorney he declined to discuss additional information.

j

was queried regarding his willingness to submit to a polygraph examination <

if suitable arrangements could be made. He deferred this decision to the judg-
ment of his attorney.

.
.
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He was then offered the opportuity to take a brief eight-question examination
which consisted of specific questions which had appeared on the April 24,1981
SR0 test. It was explained that the NRC investigators had prepared this ;

examination for both him and to determine whether their answers would
again closely approximate each others as they had in the original examination.

. declined to take the examination at this time but agreed to discuss the
possibility with his attomey. ,

He volunteered he had an appointment with his attorney at 3:45 pm on July 31, 1981. ;

Further, he identified this individual as David E. COLE associated with the fim i

of Smith and Smith, P.C.. 2931 North Front Street, Harrisburg, PA.

i
.
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REINTERVIEW 0F
!

On July 31, 1981, licensed SRO and shift supervisor. .

employed by MET-ED at TMI Unit 1, was invited to meet with Victor STELLO, Jr.,
Director, NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement, at STELLO's office in
Bethesda, Maryland. Subsequent to a meeting in STELL0's office, which
included, among others, his attomeys Smith GEPHART and Michael F. MCBRIDE
and STELLO, was reinterviewed once ag&in by Senior Investigator Peter EI
Baci. With the knowledge and consent of his attorneys, , met privately with
Investigator Baci to revise and modify the information he had provided in his
earlier, unsigned statement.- (July 30,1981).

.

During the interview, continued to maintain that he himself had not cheated,
either on the RO/SRO exams in question or on any test he had ever taken in
connection with his emplo)aent as.a licensed operator. He claimed, howevar,
that who sat next to him during both the April 1981 R0 and SR0 l

exams, had used his _ | answer papers to copy or othemise couplete his own.
tiso stated that he had been aware of . cheating on the R0/SRO

examinations during his earlier interviews with Investigators Baci and Smith;
further, he admitted that he had lied to the investigators when he had told
them that he was not aware of or had never facilitated cheating by any other
individual taking the tests.

described the April 23-24,1981 exams to Investtoator Baci.as follows:
He sat together with- ion both days, with - .sto his left at the
other end of the table. He indicated that his pad, cookies, water,wtc..were
spread out in front of him. c As he completed his answers, ' told Investigator
Baci that he placed the papers face up, to his left and slightly in front of
him. He explained that he left his papers face up so that he could keep his
train of thought or refer back to earlier answers. reported that sometime"~~

during the first morning (April 23,1981), he noticed reach over and
take the top sheet off his pile of answer papers; furtner, he claimed that

!this practice continued during the rest of that test and during the SR0 exas ;given the following day, j

stated that he didn't know whether ~ just looked at or if he copied
from 'his papers. but that he * ' was afraid to make a scene by saying any-thing to iduring the exam, lest the proctor think he ", ' was also '

cheaming. He continued, saying he didn't move to another table becaun that !
would have been too " obvious." '

"

,was then asked if he had spoken to or contacted after the R0 '

exam and befort the SR0 exam; Investigator Baci also asked him if he made
any attempt to warn or othemise prevent from continuing to use his
answers, replied no to both questions. He also stated that despite

sileged cheating, he sat at the same table with him the following
day; he continued,saying that he * ' was a " superstitious" individual and
for that reason wanted to sit at t. same tabla he had used in previous exami-.

nations.
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twas next asked to explain his part in the incident in 1979 ,

whe, rein -had submitted work (answers to a take-home exas) which had
in fact been completed by him I He stated that he had no idea what.

the questions were for when - ask'ed him to complete.them. He cassented
- that it was not unusual for the operators to work on old questions in pre-
paration for their exams and to share such material among them. declared
that he had no idea that. had intended to submit his '' - 1 answers
in lieu of work he ~ - was required to camplete on ,his own. ~

*
.

Investigators? Note: The licensee's investigation of the incident resulted
-

,

I

in being removed from licensed activities at TMI. The investi-
ption report stated that while involvement in the situation was
unacceptable." it.also characterized him as a person of " unquestioned

integrity" and opined,that: there was no " malfeasance on his part.." -

. . . ,

At the conclus1'on of the"ThteRfew'," Erivinid.lfs$r. lief stitiiiint['th '
include his allegations about , he then reviewed'the statement and
attested to its accuracy. He again stated to Investigator Baci that he had
not cheated on any exam related to his employment as a licensed operator;
further, he averred that aside from the incident concerning iwhich
he had just described to the investigator, he had never aided or. facilitated
cheating by anyone on any such exam.

,

Investigators' Note: istatement was myiewed by him in the presence
of Investigator Baci.. He attested to its accuracy but did not sign it or -

swear to it until after a subsequent meeting with his attorney. Op.Jul
j1981., at 2204 hours. Yignedthestatement(withaminorrevision)y31., -and

swore that the information contained themin was the truth to.the best of
his knowledge and belief.

.

The signed sworn statement of dated July 31,1981, is included
asEnclosure(4).
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REI'NTERVIEW OF

was reinterviewed on July 31,1981 by NRC Invest.fgator'

Edward C. Gilbert at the NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement,
Bethesda, Maryland. Also present at the interview at . request
was David E. COLE, attorney, from the firm of Smith and Smith, P.C.,
who had been retained by as his legal counsel. Additionally,*

William J. Ward, Chief. Investigations Branch, IE:HQ, and Ronald E. Mount,
attorney, ELD, were present during the interview. '

~

_ aMtted he had provided dishonest infonnation during his two
previous interviews with Investigator Gilbert on July 27 and July 30, 1981,
when he had denied that he and had cheated on R0 and SR0 examinations
aMnistered at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Generating Station in April 1981.

He explained that a day or two prior to the " mock" R0 and SRO examinations !

beino given in early April 1981, he expressed to his concern that he
.' wocid be unable to pass the exams. continued that

responded by remarking in words to the'effect, " don't worry, we'll get by, ;

just sit next to me." He stated that, accordingly, he sat next to 1during :

both of the " mock" R0 and.SRO exams which were given on'two su.ccessive days
in early April 1981. idisclosed that on both days iplaced his
completed answer sheah face up in the center of the table between them.As a result, he was able to copy; ' answers by reading.

answer sheets from where ~ placed them and by; sliding them over thirectly - !

in front of him. He denied that he and ispoke.with each other or'that
popied or used any of his answers during either of the " mock"-

exams. However, he acknowledged that was fully aware that he
was copying from his i ' answer sheets, and that he ~ l actively assisted
him P " to cheat by placing his answer sheets face up over near him.

stated that he ar.d also sat next'to each other at ts same table
during the NRC assinistered R0 and SRO axaminations on April 23 and April 24,
1981, respectively. He admitted that pisilarly assisted him to cheat
on these exams by placing his . answer sheets in close proximity to
him , face up on the' table where he was able to read and copy them.
He continued that after copying the answers he slid the sheets back to
who then placed them in front of him . revealed that during *

.

these two exams he and *also orally provided each other answers. In
this regard, he estimated that . orally requested and obtained his assistance
on four or five test questions on each of the two days. He pointed out that
in response to one of verbal questions, he i wrote the answer '

on a piece of scrap paper which he then passed to
'

idenied knowledge of any other individuals cheating on any examinations
and advised that he was not. aware of anyone else being cognizant that he and

.

O
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* were cheating. submitted a signed sworn statement which is
Er. closure (5). .

Investigator's Note: Immediately prior to the etinterview of
by Investigator Gilbert, had voluntarily met with Victor STELLO, Ja - -
Director, NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement, at STELLO's office i 4 .

Bethesda, Maryland.
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STATUS OF INVESTIGATION |
,

The information contained in this report was provided on a continuing basis
to Mr. Dudley Thcapson, Director, Enforcement and Investigations Staff IE:HQ, i

throughout the course of the instant investigation. Mr. Thompson was responsible ;
for initiating any NRC enforcement actions staming from this investigation.

*
<

On August 10,1981, Mr. .Thompsorr advised that the information gathered to data
was sufficient to allow an enforcement decision to be made and to sustain such
enforcement actions as may be taken. He additionally reported that the utility
had informed NRC in writing that both individuals had terminated their employ--
ment with Metropolitan Edison, and that the NRC had sent a confiming letter !

to each of the individuals which would have the effect of ensuring that they,
no longer could perform licensed duties at the Three Mile Island plant.
Mr. Thompson stated that in view'of the ' foregoing,7.no further' investigative
effort was warranted.

Accordingly, this investigation is considered CLOSED. !
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ENCtOSURES

(ITEM) '0!STRIBUTION)

(1) GPU file material re investigation of incident
concerning various dates Copy all -

(2) Copy of unsigned statement of ' undated Copy all

(3) Unsigned statement of ' undated Copy all

(4) Statement of '07-31-81 Copy all

(5) Statement of 07-31-81 Copy all
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